
 

Innovation & Growth Advisor - FTC until November 2023   
Salary £40,000 per annum   
 
Funded by Innovate UK; and working as the of the delivery partner in the West Midlands for the Innovate UK Edge, 
this is an exciting opportunity for an ambitious and pro-active individual to support some of the most ambitious, 
high growth potential innovative SMEs in the West Midlands.  
 
The role will focus on making a significant contribution to the competitiveness of ambitious, high-growth businesses 
in the West Midlands by providing tailored innovation and growth support, to enhance their innovation 
management capacity, helping them to benefit from national and global opportunities so the supported companies 
could become tomorrow’s global success stories. 
 
The Innovation & Growth Advisor will be of exceptional high calibre and capable of being a combination of coach, 
mentor, critical friend and champion to this exceedingly demanding group of client companies. 
 
It is mandatory to have some experience of supporting and advising/coaching SMEs and their senior management 
team at various stages of the business life cycle coupled with industrial and innovation management experience.  

You will need to have experience of using innovative/strategic management tools within an SME environment. In 
addition, have a wide-ranging, senior level experience in commercialising innovation, together with business acumen 
and a desire to share your experience with high growth companies. 

Responsibilities will include:  
 

- Identifying innovative businesses with the highest growth potential for commercialisation of their ideas 
- Use holistic analysis tools to diagnose and assess client needs and provide tailored support to address these 

needs 
- Acting as a strategic coach and mentor to clients to support them in developing their own long term 

innovation strategy 
- Assisting clients to prioritise issues and identify potential courses of action 
- Support clients to embed sustainable principles within their business  

If you feel you are ready to meet the challenges of this role, please apply here:  

https://www.greaterbirminghamchambers.com/about-us/work-for-the-chamber/  

The Greater Birmingham Chambers of Commerce is an equal opportunity employer. 

We strive to ensure that opportunities to work and develop at the GBCC are open to all. We treat all job applications 
equally, regardless of age, disability, gender identity or gender expression, race, ethnicity, religion or belief, sex, 
sexual orientation, or any other equality characteristic. 
 
If you are from outside of the UK, evidence will be required to prove you are able to live and work in the UK, if 
you do not have this, we will be unable to progress your application as The Greater Birmingham Chambers of 
Commerce are unable to provide sponsorship. Therefore, in the recruitment process all candidates are required 
to provide the necessary right to work information and documentation. 
 
 

https://www.greaterbirminghamchambers.com/about-us/work-for-the-chamber/


 
 

JOB DESCRIPTION       
 
 
Job Ref No: 
 
 
1.  JOB TITLE:     Innovation & Growth Advisor 

  
     Department/Division:    International Programmes 
 
2.  REPORTING RELATIONSHIPS: 
 
     Responsible to:     Head of International Programmes 
 
    Responsible For: (No. & Job Title:)  N/A  

 
 
 
3. MAIN PURPOSE OF JOB:  
 
To make a significant contribution to the competitiveness of ambitious, high-growth businesses in the 
West Midlands by providing tailored Innovation and Growth support, to enhance their innovation 
management capacity. 
 
To help companies to benefit from national and global opportunities so companies become 
tomorrow's global success stories 
 

 
. 
4. KEY RESULT AREAS:  
 

• To deliver assigned Innovate UK EDGE contractual targets. 
 

• To act as strategic coach and mentor to clients to support them in developing their own long-
term innovation commercialisation plans. 

 

• To facilitate a holistic analysis of the business to gain an in-depth understanding of its current 
performance and potential for growth.  

 

• To assist clients to prioritise issues and identify potential courses of action. 
 

• To select business support services that meet the agreed needs, from the full range of private 
and public sector providers. 

 

• Identify innovative businesses with the best growth potential and develop a portfolio of clients 
who align with key objectives and priorities of Innovate UK and EEN projects – grow, scale, 
internationalise. 
 

• Records and CRM updated regularly for accurate data analysis and reporting 
 
 
 
 



5. KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS & EXPERIENCE: 
 
Funding & Finance:  
- Experience of raising finance either through IUK/European funding or through other financial 

vehicles (private investment). 
- Understanding P&L and balance sheets, concepts such as ROI, breakeven, cash-flow and working 

capital. 
- An understanding of equity finance and what investors are looking for in a company looking to raise 

finance. 
- Demonstrable interest in and understanding of venture capital investment and Sustainability issues. 
 
Industrial: 
- Minimum 5 years’ experience working in/around an industrial/innovation environment. 
- Experience of been directly involved in new product or service development. 
- Knowledge of SME development issues. 
 
Innovation Management:  
- Minimum 3 years’ experience of using innovation/strategic management tools within an SME 

environment. 
- Business acumen and experience to mentor Senior Managers in development of differentiated 

business models. 
- Experience of leading workshops in developing and pivoting business models in response to 

changing market perceptions. 
- Application of ‘Lean start-up’ principles to ensure responsive and effective, dynamic business 

strategies for innovation fuelled growth (minimum viable product, business model pivoting etc.). 
- Able to help the companies establish clear, impact driven measurable goals for its innovation 

strategy with alignment to the overall business growth strategy. 
- Experience of working with high growth companies. 
 
Internationalisation:  
- Exposure to International collaboration and strategic partnering (challenges/processes/region 

specific knowledge). 
- Have a global mindset and experience in the legal and operational aspects of doing business 

abroad. Knowledge/Experience of working in emerging markets. 
 
Skills:  
- Strong analytical, diagnostic and problem-solving skills with the ability to analyse, collate, interpret 

information from clients in order to recommend the best course of action. 
- Exceptional organisational skills with the ability to prioritise tasks within tight deadlines and 

comprehend the bigger picture whilst remaining comfortable with detail and accuracy. 
- Good financial, analytical, reasoning and decision-making skills. 
- From a risk perspective, ability to assess business plans, financial accounts and ancillary 

information, including personal assessment of potential borrowers. 
- Able to accomplish the goal by efficiently establishing an appropriate course of action for self and 

others. 
- Able to express ideas clearly, both verbally, face-to-face, by telephone, and in written 

communications and actively listen to others logically and accurately. 
- Strong communication skills, excellent social skills, effective networker. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



DECLARATION: 
 
Completed By Manager Name:  
 
 
   Signed        Date  
 
 
   Staff Member Name:  
 
 
 
   Signed         Date  


